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Abstract

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a chronic brain disorder and is the most common

cause of dementia. Patients suffering from AD experience memory loss, confu-

sion, and other cognitive and behavioral complications. As the disease pro-

gresses, these symptoms become severe enough to interfere with the patient's

daily life. Since AD is an irreversible disease and existing treatments can only

slow down its progress, early diagnosis of AD is a key moment in fighting this

disease. In this article, we propose a novel approach for diagnosing AD via

deep neural networks from magnetic resonance imaging images. Additionally,

we propose three new propagation rules for the layer-wise relevance propaga-

tion (LRP) method, which is a method used for visualizing evidence in deep

neural networks to obtain a better understanding of the network's behavior.

We also propose various rule configurations for the LRP to achieve better

interpretability of the network. Our proposed classification method achieves a

92% accuracy when classifying AD versus healthy controls, which is compara-

ble to state-of-the-art approaches and could potentially aid doctors in AD diag-

nosis and reduce the occurrence of human error. Our proposed visualization

approaches also show improvements in evidence visualization, which helps

the spread of computer-aided diagnosis in the medical domain by eliminating

the “black-box” nature of the neural networks.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a progressive and irreversible
chronic brain disorder and is the most common cause of
dementia. People suffering from AD, among other symp-
toms, may experience memory loss, confusion and disori-
entation, personality issues, and, ultimately, the loss of
bodily functions.1 According to a recent study taken in
2018, 50 million people suffer from dementia worldwide,
from which 50%–60% are cases of AD, and by 2050 this
number is expected to triple to 152 million.

There are two major contributors to the formation of
this disease, namely amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary
tangles, which prevent the communication between neu-
rons and lead to their death.2 AD is, therefore, mainly
characterized by a loss of large number of neurons in the
brain, which is called brain atrophy.

Due to the damaged neurons that die throughout the
brain, certain regions of the brain start to shrink. The
first signs of AD appear in the entorhinal cortex and in
the hippocampus.3 As the disease progresses, other parts
of the brain begin to shrink as well. This brain tissue
shrinkage is visible in magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) scans of the brain, which is therefore often used to
diagnose and monitor the progress of AD. Although, in
recent years, new and more precise techniques have been
developed to provide a better aid in AD diagnosis, namely
amyloid and tau imaging using positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET),4 their limited availability and high cost pre-
vent their widespread usage, hence MRI remains the
major imaging modality used for AD diagnosis.5

In past years, research studies have been actively
using machine learning approaches to process medical
data to aid doctors in diagnosing AD. In 2015, Payan and
Montana6 compared the performance of 2D and 3D con-
volutional networks, for which they used a model that
combines sparse autoencoder and 2D, resp. 3D, architec-
ture. They evaluated their approach on an MRI dataset
and concluded that although in the case of the AD versus
healthy controls (HC) classification the accuracy was
identical (95.39%), when they introduced the mild cogni-
tive impairment (MCI) class, the 3D-CNN (89.47%)
clearly outperformed the 2D-CNN (85.83%).

Liu et al published two papers in 2018 where they
used deep learning for AD diagnosis. In the first paper,7

the authors used a combination of convolutional and
recurrent neural networks to process PET images and
achieved an accuracy of 91.2% for AD versus HC classifi-
cation. In their second paper,8 landmark detection and
3D-CNN were used to process MRI scans. The achieved
accuracy for AD versus HC binary classification was
91.09%. In 2020, Liu et al9 proposed a multi-model deep
CNN for automatic hippocampus segmentation and

classification in AD. With this approach, they achieved
an accuracy of 88.9% in classifying AD versus HC.

In one of the latest research, Mehmood et al10 utilized
layer-wise transfer learning and tissue segmentation for
early stage AD diagnosis. They achieved 98.73% accuracy
when classifying AD versus HC and 83.72% accuracy
when classifying early versus late MCI patients.

For more information about state-of-the-art research
in the domain of medical data processing for the diagno-
sis of AD, please see the recent review articles by Jo
et al,11 Ebrahimighahnavieh et al,12 or Tanveer et al.13

1.1 | Interpretability of neural networks

Although CNNs can achieve good results and can aid the
doctors in diagnosing AD, their inability to provide infor-
mation about how and why they arrive at a certain deci-
sion limits (or even prevents) their usage in certain
domains. Such domain is, for example, the medical
domain, where a wrong diagnosis can almost always
result in danger to human life.

Additional motivation behind understanding the deci-
sions of machine learning models is to expose “Clever
Hans” predictors14 or to identify new useful features, but
in some cases, explanations of AI systems are even part
of the legislation.15

To overcome this “black-box” nature of CNNs, vari-
ous methods have been proposed in recent years. In
2013, Simonyan et al16 introduced the sensitivity analysis,
which determines the contribution of each input feature
(e.g., pixels) to the output via gradients. A modification of
the sensitivity analysis is the guided backpropagation
(GB),17 which only considers gradients that have positive
error signal. Since these methods tend to produce noisy
outputs, Shrikumar et al18 proposed the gradient � input
method, which in general produces more focused
interpretations.

Although these gradient-based interpretation tech-
niques are scalable and easy to implement, it has been
argued that they only measure the susceptibility of the
output to changes in the input, and therefore the features
identified as relevant might not align with features that
the network bases its decision on.19

Another group of interpretation methods is the
perturbation-based methods, which calculate the rele-
vance of the input features by comparing the original
image's output with a masked (perturbed) image's output.
Such method is the occlusion sensitivity introduced by
Zeiler and Fergus.20 This approach systematically
occludes different parts of the input image with usually
black or gray patches while monitoring the output.
Although the perturbation-based methods can be easily
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applied to any model that has an evaluation function,
they are very computation-intensive.

In 2018, Rieke et al21 trained a 3D-CNN to diagnose
AD based on MRI scans, while they also compared four
different interpretation methods, specifically sensitivity
analysis, GB, occlusion where they systematically
occluded the image with black patches of size
40 � 40 � 40, and brain area occlusion where they
occluded an entire brain area. Although each method
identified brain regions that are known biomarkers of
AD, they also stated that gradient-based methods are bet-
ter than occlusion-based methods in cases where the rele-
vance is presumably distributed across the input image,
since the occlusion-based methods are unable to capture
larger areas (e.g., cortex, which is a known biomarker of
AD). The experiments were conducted on a model that
had an accuracy of 77% for AD versus HC.

A third group of interpretation methods is the
relevance-based methods. Such method is the layer-wise
relevance propagation (LRP) introduced by Bach et al,22

which explains the classification predictions via pixel-
wise decomposition of nonlinear classifiers. LRP calcu-
lates the relevance of each input feature by back-
propagating the neural network's prediction by means of
purposely designed local propagation rules.23 This
approach is discussed in more detail in section 2.

In 2019, Böhle et al19 used LRP to explain CNN deci-
sions during AD diagnosis based on structural MRI scans
and compared it to the GB. The authors concluded that
the LRP method is superior to the gradient-based GB
method in the case of AD diagnosis, as LRP is more
image-specific, can better distinguish between AD and
HC subjects, and shows the most AD evidence in true
positive AD samples, while the GB showed the most AD
evidence in false classifications.

In this article, we propose a novel 3D-CNN architec-
ture to classify AD based on MRI structural scans while
we also propose various modifications to the LRP inter-
pretation method to explain the decision of the proposed
CNN. Specifically, we propose three new LRP propaga-
tion rules—input � w2 (section 2.3.1), w-log (sec-
tion 2.3.2), and

ffiffiffiffi
w
p

(section 2.3.3), and the usage of two
existing LRP approaches (sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5), which,
according to the best of our knowledge, have not yet been
applied for the classification of MRI scans. Additionally,
we compare our proposed interpretation methods to exis-
ting ones both qualitatively and quantitatively.

The article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
the used dataset, the proposed 3D-CNN architecture as
well as the proposed LRP rules alongside various LRP
approaches. This section also details the used evaluation
methods. Section 3 presents the achieved classification
results compared with state-of-the-art approaches, while

also evaluating the proposed interpretation approaches
from both qualitative and quantitative point of view.
Finally, section 4 concludes the main findings of this
paper.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Dataset

The used dataset in this work is part of the TADPOLE chal-
lenge24 and was obtained from the Alzheimer's Disease
Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)*, whose primary goal since
2003 has been to test whether various modalities, clinical,
and neuropsychological assessments can be combined to
measure the progression of AD. The MRI scans in our
dataset were acquired via three-dimensional, T1-weighted,
gradient-echo sequence, called magnetization-prepared
rapid gradient-echo (MP-RAGE).

The dataset contains a total of 7426 entries of 1447
unique subjects who can be assigned three possible diag-
noses: HC, MCI, and AD. Since a considerable part of our
research effort has been put into the interpretability of
neural networks, the MCI group has been filtered out to
ensure a more reliable evaluation and comparison of the
proposed visualization methods, and therefore further
research was carried out on a binary classification model.
Additionally, each subject was assigned precisely one
class. This means that subjects with multiple diagnoses
were assigned the worst one (e.g., if a patient had MCI
and AD diagnosis, he was assigned the AD class). The
final dataset, therefore, contained a total of 3634 MRI
scans obtained from 969 subjects: 2033 HC scans (462 sub-
jects) and 1601 AD scans (507 subjects). The demo-
graphic details are summarized in Table 1.

The downloaded dataset has been preprocessed with
a standard ADNI pipeline. For MRI scans, this includes
correction for gradient non-linearity, B1 non-uniformity
correction, and peak sharpening.24 Additionally, the
dataset used by us has also been skull stripped, adjusted
to the same orientation, re-sampled to isotropic resolu-
tion, and all the scans have been resized to have identical
dimensions. Finally, the inconsistencies between differ-
ent scanners were addressed by standardizing the
dataset.

TABLE 1 Demographic details of the subjects

n Gender (M/F) Age MMSE

HC 462 230/232 73.9 ± 6.2 29.0 ± 0.9

MCI 478 276/202 73.1 ± 7.6 27.3 ± 2.2

AD 507 287/220 74.2 ± 7.6 22.2 ± 3.4
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2.2 | Proposed CNN architecture

For the binary classification of AD versus HC, a 3D-CNN
was proposed, as according to recent studies analyzed in
section 1, the 3D-CNNs tend to outperform 2D-CNNs.
3D-CNNs are also useful in AD diagnosis where the
three-dimensional nature of the model is able to capture
various spatial patterns and structures.

The proposed neural network architecture, which
bears the name ADNet, has five convolutional blocks with
8/16/32/64/128 feature maps, three fully-connected layers
with 256, 128, and 64 neurons, and an output layer with
two neurons and softmax activation. All convolutional and
dense layers, except the output layer, utilize the ReLU acti-
vation function. The size of the max-pooling windows is
set to 2 on all max-pooling layers. The used Adam opti-
mizer has a learning rate of 1 � 10�4. As the loss function,
the categorical cross-entropy was used. The architecture of
the model is illustrated in Figure 1, and the key parame-
ters used during training are summarized in Table 2.

2.3 | Proposed evidence visualization
methods

As mentioned in section 1, we also propose modifications
to the existing relevance-based LRP method which calcu-
lates the relevance of each input feature by back-
propagating the neural network's prediction by means of
purposely designed local propagation rules.23 The basic
rule of relevance score propagation between two consecu-
tive layers of the neural network is defined as:

Rj¼
X

k

zjkP
j
zjk

Rk, ð1Þ

where j and k are neurons at two consecutive layers,
(Rk)k are the propagated relevance scores, and zjk is the

extent to which neuron j has contributed to neuron k.23

For a comprehensive list of existing propagation rules,
please refer to the overview article by Montavon et al.23

LRP can be divided into two categories: uniform LRP
and composite LRP. The difference between these two
approaches is that while the uniform LRP approach uses a
single rule for all the layers, the composite LRP utilizes
multiple rules for a single interpretation. According to
Montavon et al,23 composite LRP delivers an explanation
that is more faithful and understandable than uniform LRP.

Additionally, LRP, in contrast to gradient-based or
perturbation-based methods, can also differentiate between
positive and negative evidence. Positive evidence are fea-
tures that support the outcome of the predicted class, while
negative evidence are features that support the outcome of
the opposite class(es). This property can be very powerful in
the case of AD diagnosis, as the CNN interpretation will be
able to show which brain regions support the outcome of
AD and which the outcome of HC.

The implementation of the proposed LRP modifica-
tions can be found at our GitHub repository†, which is
based on the existing iNNvestigate library.25

2.3.1 | The input � w2 rule

One of the existing propagation rules is the w2-rule (used
mainly for the first layer), which is only indirectly depen-
dent on the input data through the influence of R(l). We
propose a formula in which we include the influence of
the input data directly. The proposed modification, which
we named as the input � w2—rule, is defined as follows:

Batch normalization Batch normalization Batch normalization Batch normalization Batch normalization

FIGURE 1 Architecture of the proposed ADNet model. Each convolutional layer is followed by a batch normalization and a max-

pooling layer

TABLE 2 Key model parameters used during model training

Learning
rate

Activation
function

Batch
size

Dropout
rate

Total
epochs

1 � 10�4 ReLU 5 0.8 20

4 POHL ET AL.



Ri¼
X

j

xiw2
ijP

i
xiw2

ij
Rj: ð2Þ

With this modified formula, we expect the final
heatmap to be more dependent on the input and, there-
fore, more focused and less noisy. Similarly to the origi-
nal w2-rule, this modification is intended to be used on
the input layer.

2.3.2 | The w-log rule

The next modification we propose is also an alteration of
the w2-rule and is intended for the first layer of the net-
work. Instead of squaring the weights, we propose to
apply the logarithmic function in order to better empha-
size the negative evidence in the visualization.

This approach of better emphasizing the negative
evidence is especially advantageous in the medical
domain where the consequences of a bad classification
are crucial. The proposed w-log rule takes a pessimistic
standpoint and artificially enhances the features that
support the outcome of the opposite class(es), which
makes it harder to miss signs contradicting our
decision.

The formula for this proposed w-log rule is defined as:

Ri¼
X

j

log10 wij
� �

P
i
log10 wij

� �Rj: ð3Þ

In order to preserve the positive relevance as positive
and negative relevance as negative, one must also shift
the logarithmic function one unit to the left. Another
caveat of this rule is that it is only defined on the 0, infð Þ
interval which becomes �1, infð Þ after shifting the func-
tion one unit to the left.

2.3.3 | The w-sqrt rule

The additional new rule we propose is similar to those
described above: we modify the w2-rule by taking the
square root of the weights rather than their square. With
this approach, we intend to better emphasize the features
that are not the most relevant but still contribute to the
outcome of the classification.

The proposed
ffiffiffiffi
w
p

rule is useful in situations where
the classification outcome is uncertain and one might
want to better highlight the less significant contributions
while keeping the order of the features from the relevant

point of view intact. This rule, which is defined only on
the positive interval and is advised to be used on the
input layer, is given by the following formula:

Ri¼
X

j

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
wij
p

P
i

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
wij
p Rj: ð4Þ

2.3.4 | Composite LRP

Besides proposing various propagation rules, we also pro-
pose to use composite LRP besides uniform LRP.
Although composite LRP is not a novel approach pro-
posed by us, to the best of our knowledge, it is applied for
the first time for an MRI classification problem.

While proposing various composite LRP configura-
tions, we took into consideration the work by Montavon
et al,23 which describes which LRP rule is beneficial to
use for which layer type. Our proposed composite LRP
approaches, therefore, follow the following conventions:

• Upper layers: LRP-0 and LRP-ϵ
• Middle layers: LRP-ϵ and LRP-αβ
• Lower layers: LRP-αβ and Flat
• First layer: w2, Bounded,26 input � w2 (our), w-log

(our), and
ffiffiffiffi
w
p

(our)

2.3.5 | Top layer modification

Montavon et al23 also showed that if one wants to obtain
explanations that contain negative evidence, it is benefi-
cial to replace the zc¼

P
0,k

akwkc score, which is linked to

the predicted class probability via the softmax function
P ωcð Þ¼ exp zcð Þ=

P
c0
exp zc0ð Þ, with the following

score: ηc¼ log P ωcð Þ= 1�P ωcð Þð Þ½ �.

This top layer modification can be expressed with the
following sequence of layers23:

zc,c0 ¼
X

0,k

ak wkc�wkc0ð Þ, ð5Þ

ηc¼�log
X

c0 ≠ c

exp �zc,c0ð Þ: ð6Þ

The first layer calculates the log-probability ratios, while
the second layer performs a reverse log-sum-exp pooling
over these ratios. To propagate the relevance through this
pooling layer, a min-take-most strategy is advised to be
used. Such strategy was proposed by Kauffmann et al27:
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Rj k ¼
exp �aj

� �
P
j
exp �aj

� � �Rk: ð7Þ

2.4 | Evaluation of the proposed
evidence visualization methods

Although humans are able to intuitively assess the qual-
ity of the interpretations (heatmaps in our case) by
matching it to known biomarkers, domain knowledge,
and experience, they are unable to evaluate which input
features are the most relevant for the classifier. In order
to quantitatively evaluate the heatmap, one needs to
define meaningful measures.

2.4.1 | Evaluation via pixel-flipping

Samek et al28 and Binder et al29 used an evaluation
method in which they perturbed the input space and
observed its impact on the prediction. Since the heatmap
is an array of pixel-wise scores that indicate to what
extent is a given pixel relevant for a specific classification
decision, we can replace the most relevant ones with
noise and measure the change in the output. To put it
more formally, a pixel p is considered highly relevant for
a given classification score f(x) and a given image x, if
replacing it with noise and classifying this modified
image xp, the classification score f xp

� �
will strongly

decrease.
To evaluate our proposed methods with this

approach, we can order the input features (voxels in our
case) based on their relevance score, where the most rele-
vant one will be in the first position, and start replacing
the highest ranking voxels with noise while monitoring
the output. The obtained results can be compared either
to random flipping, during which we replace randomly
selected voxels, or to minimum flipping, during which
we start replacing the voxels with the lowest relevance
score.

2.4.2 | Evaluation via Atlas-based
importance metrics

Another quantitative evaluation metric is the Atlas-based
importance metrics used by Böhle et al.19 In this
approach, we measure either the total relevance in each
region of the brain or the size-normalized relevance
(i.e., sum of relevance divided by the size of the brain
region), and identify the most important features based
on these two metrics.

In order to assign relevance to a corresponding brain
area, one needs to perform a registration of the brains.
We registered the brains to the 1 mm resolution 2009c
version of the ICBMI152 reference brain, since this refer-
ence brain was used by Böhle et al,19 which, to the best
of our knowledge, is the only paper using LRP for AD
diagnosis.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Classification results

The proposed 3D-CNN was trained for a total of 5 epochs
with a batch size of 5, which was the maximum batch
size our GPU could handle. The model achieved an accu-
racy of 90.57% for AD versus NC on the test dataset. The
splitting of the dataset into train, test, and validation sets
is shown in Table 3.

We further tried to increase the performance of the
model by finding the optimal classification threshold,
since there is a class imbalance towards the HC class.
The optimal threshold was found via the precision-recall
curve, as according to David et al30 and Saito et al,31 this
is the preferred method in case of a moderate to large
class imbalance. The identified best threshold via the
precision-recall curve was 0.4241 with an F score of
0.8877. After changing the classification threshold of the
model, the AD versus HC accuracy improved from
90.52% to 92.11%.

The recall score of our trained model was 0.96 for the
HC class, which means that in 96% of the cases, the
model correctly classified a healthy subject as HC. The
recall score of the AD class was 0.86, which means that
the model correctly identified the disease in 86% of the
AD patients.

We can conclude based on the results that our pro-
posed 3D-CNN achieved similar classification accuracy
for the AD versus HC case than other state-of-the-art
works, but achieved better results than the majority of
related works that relied only on the MRI modality. We
can see in Table 4 that works that achieved better

TABLE 3 The dataset distribution of the subjects and MRI

scans with respect to various sets used for training the proposed

model

Subjects HC AD MRI HC AD

All 969 462 507 3634 2033 1601

Train 833 393 440 3110 1718 1392

Val 67 34 33 258 146 112

Test 69 35 34 266 169 97

6 POHL ET AL.



accuracy than our proposed method used either a combi-
nation of multiple modalities (Suk et al32), used a combi-
nation of multiple models (Payan et al6), or used transfer
learning with a combination of tissue segmentation
(Mehmood et al10).

3.2 | Results of the positive evidence
visualization

First, we present the results of the positive evidence visu-
alization in the form of heatmaps. We compare the pro-
posed composite LRP approach with the gradient-based
sensitivity analysis and the uniform LRP. To identify the
best composite LRP rule configuration, the pixel-flipping
evaluation method was used where we iteratively rep-
laced voxels with noise starting with the most relevant
voxels first. Since in the most relevant first pixel-flipping
approach the faster and further the classification score
curve decreases the better, we chose the composite LRP
configurations with the lowest area under the curve
(AUC) scores. The top three configurations with the low-
est AUC scores consisted of the same propagation rules,
except for the input layer:

• Layer: Conv3D 2–5: LRP-αβ (α = 1, β = 0)
• Layer: Dense 1: LRP-αβ (α = 1, β = 0)
• Layer: Dense 2–3: LRP-ϵ
• Layer: Dense 4 (output): LRP-0

For the input layer, we use the existing w2 rule and
the proposed input � w2 and

ffiffiffiffi
w
p

modifications. The posi-
tive evidence interpretations are shown in Figure 2.

The first observation we can make about the visuali-
zations is that the sensitivity analysis exhibits a signifi-
cant background noise. This can be explained by how the
gradient-based analysis works. During the training

process, the background consists of mostly zeros
(or almost zeros) and looks the same for all the samples;
therefore, the model does not consider it as a representa-
tive feature and ignores it. During the analysis, however,
when the method is measuring how a value change in
the background affects the output score, the model does
not know how to interpret it, since it had never encoun-
tered a background value different than zero and the pre-
diction will be highly disturbed.

The LRP approaches visually look almost identical
except for the composite LRP with the input � w2

input rule. Although this variant shows relevance in
the same brain areas, it shows less relevance overall
and is generally sparser. This might be due to the fact
that the input often contains values less than one,
which then dampens the relevance after the multipli-
cation. The advantage of this is that the interpretation
will only show the most relevant regions by filtering
out the least relevant ones, making the visualization
more focused.

The interpretations also correspond to the literature,
as all the identified brain regions are relevant AD bio-
markers. Each technique shows relevance in the middle
temporal gyrus (MTG), inferior temporal gyrus (ITG),
ventricles, and the hippocampal area. The LRP methods
also show significant relevance in the cerebellum region,
which is responsible for movement and balance, and the
optic nerves alongside the optic chiasm, which were
proven to be AD biomarkers by Nishioka et al33 and
Armstrong.34

3.3 | Results of the negative evidence
visualization

In case of the negative evidence visualization, we com-
pare three LRP approaches: Uniform LRP, composite
LRP, and modified top layer approach. For the uniform
LRP, we chose the αβ-rule with α = 2 and β = 1, as this
is capable of showing the negative evidence alongside the
positive evidence. For the composite LRP and modified
top layer, we used the pixel-flipping approach to deter-
mine the best configurations, similarly as in case of the
positive evidence visualization. The rule configuration
with the lowest AUC for composite LRP:

• Layer: Conv3D 2–5: LRP-αβ (α = 2, β = 1)
• Layer: Dense 1: LRP-αβ (α = 2, β = 1)
• Layer: Dense 2–3: LRP-ϵ
• Layer: Dense 4 (output): LRP-0

The best configuration for the modified top layer
approach:

TABLE 4 Comparison of our results to state-of-the-art

approaches from the model accuracy perspective

Paper Modality Model
AD
versus HC

Mehmood et al10 MRI CNN 98.73%

Payan et al6 MRI SAE +

3D-CNN
95.39%

Suk et al32 MRI, PET DBM 95.35%

Liu et al8 MRI 3D-CNN 91.09%

Böhle et al19 MRI 3D-CNN 90.57%

ADNet (our) MRI 3D-CNN 92.11%

Abbreviations: DBM, deep Boltzmann machine; RNN, recurrent neural
network; SAE, sparse autoencoder.
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• Layer: Conv3D 2–5: LRP-αβ (α = 2, β = 1)
• Layer: Dense 1–2: LRP-ϵ
• Layer: Dense 3–4: LRP-0

For the input layer, we used the bounded rule and
our proposed w-log rule. The results of the negative evi-
dence interpretations are shown in Figure 3.

We can observe from the results obtained via uniform
LRP approach that the interpretations show negative evi-
dence only in the case of the AD class. The only brain
regions that are presented as a positive contribution for
the HC class and as a negative contribution for the AD
class are the middle and inferior temporal gyri.

In the case of the composite LRP approach, the inter-
pretations exhibit negative evidence in both classes. The
main difference between the two input rules is that while
the bounded rule clearly differentiates between positive
and negative regions, the proposed w-log rule considers
every relevant region (with a few exceptions) equally
important for both the AD and HC classes. The most
noticeable difference between the two evidence types in

the case of the w-log rule is seen in Slice 50, where the
temporal lobe is presented as a positive contribution to
the HC class.

If we compare the uniform LRP and composite LRP
approaches, we can find some interesting patterns. The
most obvious one is seen in Slice 50, where the right tem-
poral lobe clearly supports the HC class (notice how the
temporal lobe is shown is red in case of the HC class, and
in blue in case of the AD class). This might indicate the
nature of the disease, since damage to the left temporal
lobe means the patient has problems with verbal seman-
tic memory, while damage to the right side affects the
visual memory (e.g., recall of faces) of the patient.

Another interesting observation we can make about
the interpretations is that there is a disagreement
between the uniform and bounded approach regarding
the temporal lobe seen in Slice 66 of the AD class. While
the uniform LRP clearly presents the temporal lobe as a
region supporting the HC class, the bounded rule marks
it as a region supporting the AD class. Although the w-
log rule seems to support the decision of the uniform rule

FIGURE 2 Comparison of the different interpretation methods for positive evidence visualization. All the analyzed input rules for

composite LRP generate almost identical heatmaps, while the input � w2 rule contains less relevance overall and is sparser, resulting in a

more focused interpretation. The brain areas identified as relevant are all known AD biomarkers. Furthermore, the LRP approaches

compared with sensitivity analysis show significant relevance in the optic nerves and optic chiasm, which are also proven AD biomarkers.

The uniform LRP represents the LRP-αβ rule with α = 1 and β = 0, while the composite LRP represents the configuration described in

subsection 3.2 with the existing w2 and the proposed
ffiffiffiffi
w
p

and input � w2 input rules. The heatmaps were obtained from 25 HC and 25AD

subjects with true positive classification results. Values between the 50th and 99.5th percentile are linearly color-coded, while values below

and above the given percentiles are black, resp. white, as in the work of Böhle et al.19
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(i.e., the temporal lobe contains evidence supporting the
HC class), it is not evident, and further investigation is
required.

From the interpretations obtained via the modified
top layer approach, it is clear which brain region corre-
sponds to which class, as one class is the exact opposite
of the other class from the relevance point of view. This
is an improvement compared with the uniform or com-
posite LRP approaches, where one class was not neces-
sarily the exact opposite of the other class from the
visualization point of view.

Another improvement the output layer modification
has brought is the elimination of the background rele-
vance in the heatmaps. Although very little relevance is
still present in the background of the AD class when
using the bounded rule, it is much more subtle than in
the case of the composite approach.

If we compare the bounded and w-log input rules, we
can see that they agree on which brain regions support
the HC class and the AD class. According to the modified
top layer approach, the temporal lobe, the lateral

ventricles, and the whole middle section of the brain con-
tain evidence that supports the HC class. The AD class,
on the other hand, is mainly supported by the frontal

FIGURE 3 Comparison of the different interpretation methods for negative evidence visualization. The uniform LRP shows negative

evidence only in the area of middle and inferior temporal gyri and only in the case of the AD class, while the composite LRP and modified

top layer approaches exhibit much more negative evidence overall. Additionally, the bounded rule strictly differentiates between AD and HC

regions, especially in the case of the modified top layer. The uniform LRP represents the LRP-αβ rule with α = 2 and β = 1, while the

composite LRP represents the configurations described in subsection 3.3 with the input rules bounded and our proposed w � log rule. The

heatmaps were obtained from 25 HC and 25 AD subjects with true positive classification results. The colormap is centered around zero,

where the red color corresponds to the positive contributions of the predicted class and the blue color to the negative contributions. Values

above the 99.5th percentile and below the 0.5th percentile red, resp. blue

FIGURE 4 Comparison of different interpretation methods

used for visualizing positive evidence via the most relevant pixel-

flipping approach. The classification score represents the average

score acquired from 25 HC and 25 AD subjects

POHL ET AL. 9



lobe, which controls important cognitive skills in
humans, such as memory, emotional expression,
problem-solving, and language, the occipital lobe, which
is the visual processing center, and the cerebellum, which
is responsible for balance, coordination, and fine muscle
control.

3.4 | Results of the pixel-flipping
evaluation

In the quantitative pixel-flipping analysis of the proposed
interpretation methods, we chose to replace 1000 voxels in
each iteration, while the total number of iterations was set
to 250. The voxels were replaced with random noise from
a uniform distribution, which was bounded by the mini-
mum and maximum voxel values of the analyzed volume.

FIGURE 5 Comparison of different interpretation methods

used for visualizing negative evidence via the most relevant pixel-

flipping approach. The classification score represents the average

score acquired from 25 HC and 25 AD subjects

FIGURE 6 Top 25 most relevant brain areas for each of the respective methods used for visualizing positive evidence. The uniform and

composite LRP approaches showed almost identical results, therefore we decided to evaluate them together. The results were obtained from

20 HC and 20 AD individuals. The visualizations were inspired by Böhle et al.19
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Our results conclude that in the case of the interpreta-
tion methods, which visualize positive evidence, the com-
posite LRP approach outperforms the uniform LRP or
the gradient-based sensitivity analysis. Furthermore, the
proposed

ffiffiffiffi
w
p

input rule achieved better results than the
existing w2-rule, which we based our modifications
on. The input � w2-rule, on the other hand, did not show
improvement compared with the w2-rule, but still out-
performed the uniform LRP and the sensitivity analysis.
The results are shown in Figure 4.

The results also support the findings of Böhle et al,19

who demonstrated that the relevance-based interpreta-
tion methods perform better than the gradient-based
methods. The interpretation approaches proposed by us
outperformed their uniform LRP approach, concluding
that the composite LRP (with specific configuration) is a

better interpretation method for visualizing positive evi-
dence in neural networks focusing on AD classification
based on MRI images.

In case of heatmaps containing negative evidence,
there are two potential approaches on how to sort the
voxels, since one might argue that the negatively relevant
voxels are still as relevant as the positively relevant
voxels, and a change in the negatively relevant regions
might still highly affect the classification score. For this
reason, one can sort the voxels either based on their raw
or their absolute relevance score. We decided to sort the
voxels based on their raw relevance score.

We can observe from the results shown in Figure 5
that the modified top layer approach achieved marginally
better results than the composite or uniform LRP
approaches. Although the lowest AUC score was

Uniform and composite LRP

Modified top layer

FIGURE 7 Top 25 most distinctive brain areas for each of the respective methods used for visualizing negative evidence. The modified

top layer approach is better at distinguishing positive and negative contributions than the uniform and composite LRP approaches. Since the

uniform and composite LRP approaches showed almost identical results, we decided to evaluate them together. The same is true for the

modified top layer approach, where the results represent the average result obtained via the bounded and w-log input rules. The results were

obtained from 20 HC and 20 AD individuals

POHL ET AL. 11



achieved by the modified top layer method with the exis-
ting bounded input rule, our proposed w-log rule is better
at identifying the most relevant features in the beginning
but fails to keep up with the bounded rule later on.

We can also notice how the classification scores of the
configurations containing the w-log rule go up after
approx. 100 iterations. This might be caused by the fact
that the w-log rule does not differentiate between positive
and negative regions as clearly as the bounded rule,
therefore often the most positive and the most negative
contributions are in the same brain region. This suggests
that specific regions might be equally important for both
classes.

3.5 | Results of the Atlas-based
evaluation

The results of the Atlas-based evaluation for interpreta-
tions methods used for visualizing positive evidence are
shown in Figure 6. The LRP approaches were merged
into a single figure, as the results were almost identical
for both uniform and composite LRP methods.

This quantitative Atlas-based evaluation also con-
firms that the interpretation methods identified relevant
brain regions, while the LRP approach considers the hip-
pocampus and amygdala, which are perhaps the most
notable early AD biomarkers, more important than the
sensitivity analysis. This further indicates the advantages
of the LRP methods in contrast to the gradient-based
methods.

We would also like to point out that our results of the
sensitivity analysis contradict the findings of Böhle
et al,19 where the sensitivity analysis did not differentiate
between HC and AD class from the relevance density
point of view. In our case, however, the two classes can
be clearly differentiated from each other, as the AD class
exhibits more relevance than the HC class for the respec-
tive brain areas.

The size-normalized relevance for the interpretation
methods visualizing negative evidence is shown in
Figure 7. The results confirm our findings from the
heatmaps, according to which the uniform and composite
LRP methods mainly exhibit negative evidence in the
ITG. Moreover, the fact that the modified top layer
approach clearly distinguishes between HC and AD brain
areas is also evident in this figure.

4 | CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel neural network approach was pro-
posed to diagnose AD based on MRI scans alongside

various interpretation methods to explain the decision of
the classifier with the goal to make the computer-aided
diagnosis via neural networks more viable by eliminating
their “black-box” nature. The proposed 3D-CNN classifier
achieved an accuracy of 92.11% for AD versus HC, which
is comparable to state-of-the-art approaches and performs
better than the majority of models that rely only on MRI
scans and a single model.

The proposed LRP interpretation approaches can be
divided into two categories: methods able to visualize
only positive evidence, and methods able to visualize
both positive and negative evidence. For the positive evi-
dence, two propagation rules were proposed, namely
input � w2 and

ffiffiffiffi
w
p

, and also the application of composite
LRP. The results were compared with sensitivity analysis
and uniform LRP, and based on the quantitative evalua-
tion, the composite LRP outperformed both these tech-
niques, while the proposed input � w2 rule outperformed
the existing w2 rule, which the modification was
based on.

As for the negative evidence, the w-log rule was pro-
posed alongside the application of composite LRP and
modified top layer approaches. Although the composite
LRP approach had a hard time identifying negative
regions, the modified top layer approach clearly distin-
guished between positive and negative brain areas, which
further helps the radiologists to deliver the correct
diagnosis.

The proposed model, therefore, can be used to aid the
radiologists to identify AD based on MRI scans, while the
proposed interpretation methods can be used to explain
the decision of the model, which is necessary in the med-
ical field. Additionally, the proposed interpretation
methods are model-agnostic, meaning that they can be
applied to arbitrary CNN model in the arbitrary domain
and therefore have a wide range of applications, which
helps the spread of computer-aided diagnosis by reducing
the “black-box” nature of neural-networks.
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